NIL COMPLIANCE
STUDENT-ATHLETE ONBOARDING
REPORT TRANSACTIONS

THE INFLCR APP PROVIDES 3 WAYS TO REPORT TRANSACTIONS:

- **INFLCR Exchange**: Any transactions made through the Exchange is automatically reported
- **Share Link**: Email a link to anyone to fill out transaction details
- **Self Report**: Fill out transaction details yourself through INFLCR
ACCESS PARTNER APPS

INFLCR EXCHANGE PROVIDES ACCESS TO PARTNER APPS FOR EXTENSIVE MONETIZATION OPPORTUNITIES:

- **Access exclusive access to platforms** such as Cameo, where you can monetize videos for fans, or CoachUp, where you can create a private coaching platform in your area. Also learn best practices per app within the INFLCR Storyteller Playbook.
- Any app that you access from INFLCR will **automatically report transactions for you**.
BUSINESSES, AGENTS, PARENTS, AND OTHER PARTIES CAN REPORT TRANSACTIONS THROUGH PERSONAL LINK

- **Control Access:** You can invite agents, businesses/brands, or even your parent to submit transactions to Compliance for you. You control who has access and can remove anyone from having access at any time.
- **One-Time Access:** Once you share your reporting access with the third-parties email, they can submit multiple transactions for you. You don't have to share new access every time if you have multiple transactions being submitted.
- **Notification:** You'll be notified whenever transactions are submitted on behalf of yourself and can always go back and edit the transaction or provide more information.
SELF REPORT TRANSACTIONS

PROVIDE HIGH-LEVEL INFORMATION ON TRANSACTIONS TO DISCLOSE TO COMPLIANCE

- **Timing:** You can disclose transactions before or after they happen
- **Private:** Your transactions are only visible to yourself and Compliance Officers at your school
- **Communicate:** If Compliance needs more info, you’ll receive a message through the app and can go back and provide more info or update the transaction as needed.